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1.I just hope that the Nigerian youths most especially the Soro So ke werey

Generation will learn a thing or two from what is happening in America. That they

will learn something about PATRIOTISM and LOVE of Country. Citizens has the

rights to criticise or protest against the
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2. gov't but allowing foreigners to help you destroy and burn down your Country while they protect theirs jealousy is the most 

stupid thing anybody can do.



 

The earlier you and all African youths understand that the problems you are facing and complaining about in Africa are

3. orchestrated by the same people you always call upon whenever there is a problem the better for you. Let me give you an

example, every Country borrows, and the World Bank and IMF are created for these reasons. But when Countries like

America and the other developed countries

4. borrows from them, they get the loans at 1.5 -1.9% interest rates. Meanwhile, African Countries will get those same loans

at 9-10% interests. Loans they may never be ever be able to pay. This is because the plan is to make sure Africa never

succeeds, because if we do the West

5. will be in serious trouble. Africa's success will mean their failure and our failure means their success. So they will do

everything to make us never to succeed. Too sad that the African youth has failed to realise this even with the huge access

to informations in this

6. generation.

Just ask yourselves, how come there is no one single gun manufacturing company in the whole of Africa, yet we are having

endless supplies of GUNS? To do what? Yet you call on those exploiting you every minute there is a problem in your

Country.

7. Within hours of the END SARS protests, @jack designed an Emoji for the protest, helped you in raising funds so you can

burn down your Country. The story wasn't different with @CNN. The whole world saw how much they used their platforms to

aide you to almost burn

8. down your Country. But today right before your eyes, they are using those same platforms to protect their Country

JEALOUSY. Didn't that tell you how stupid you are? Within minutes of protesters entering the Capitol Hill grounds they were

already labelled Criminals, thugs who

9. are attempting a COUP. At least we didn't see them carrying weapons. But after 2 weeks of blocking expressways in

various parts of Nigeria thereby infringing on other people's rights to freedom of movements, during which people died as a

result, prison breaks, Police

10. Stations vandalised and burnt with guns looted, officers killed and burnt, and with videos of protesters carrying

dangerous weapons, they were telling the world it was a PEACEFUL PROTEST.

Even though i would still be angry at the killings and destructions, my reactions would

11. have been different if these things happened without allowing external influences. Today the likes of @HillaryClinton can

call 'PEACEFUL PROTESTERS' domestic terrorists while she did the opposite in Nigeria. Do i need remind you that she

aided by Libyans did same to Libya.

12. Today Libyans are crying as their once very beautiful Country is now in total ruins.

I hope those idiots, from political elites to ordinary Nigerians that always call on Sec of State @SecPompeo will see the man

has gone AWOL. That Jack could suspend the handle of his
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13. Country's President within few hours of what happened on Wednesday while he continued to urge you on even when the

Country was burning is enough proofs of your 24 Carat factory fitted STUPIDITY.

They did it in Rwanda, Libya,DRC South Sudan, Eritrea etc

Una mumu go choke una
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